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of Poland was the same. On July 15 the Gazeta Polska set forth the
view of the Polish Government on the pact:
The situation has not been changed by the benevolent attitude of the
British Government, which is more a matter of tactics than fundamental.
The long-term non-aggression pacts with Soviet Russia and Germany
have already realized for Poland the fundamental and positive element
implied in the word "Locarno," and the proposed guarantee pact for
Eastern Europe might involve Poland in obligations having no compensa-
tion. From the Polish standpoint, therefore, the Eastern Locarno neither
simplifies matters nor carries an agreeable sound. The attitude of the
Polish Government will remain sympathetic on general principles, but
non-committal in a positive sense till further information on various
points is obtained, particularly the attitude of Germany.
At first the tone of the German Press was merely critical, but as
the days went past it became more and more definitely hostile.
France could scarcely have expected anything else, but as she
had looked for something entirely different from Poland, she was
annoyed and even infuriated by the purely negative reception
given to the pact by Warsaw; and as the Polish Press, with few
exceptions, supported the line taken by the Government, the
French Press replied by violently attacking Poland. The Polish-
German Ten-years Pact, Poland's rejection of the Four-Powers
Pact, and other matters concerning which Poland had not seen
eye to eye with France were adduced as demonstrating that
Poland, though by treaty the ally of France and the recipient of
French favours in the past, was now to be considered a very
doubtful friend. At the Quai d'Orsay it was thought that pressure
on Poland might be effective if applied in a quarter about which
she was sensitive—Lithuania, with whom she was known to be
conducting negotiations for betterrelations. And hence theFrencir-
Soviet intrigue which wrecked these negotiations. The result was
that instead of reacting favourably to the Eastern Pact under this
pressure from Paris Poland became more anti-French in her
outlook, and any chance of her accepting the pad: because of
France disappeared. Thereupon the French Press proceeded
to denounce her as the "veritable ally of Germany." Again
rumours flew about that she had a secret agreement witfa Hitler
for the partition of Lithuania and the seizure and occopatba rf
tibe Russian Ukraine,

